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More affordable housing coming
LAND TRUST » Sonoma
County agency hopes to
build 80 more homes

Mary and
Patrick Carter
were able to
afford their
Petaluma
home, in 2008,
through the
Housing Land
Trust of Sonoma County.

By CHRISTI WARREN
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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In 2008, the Carter family
was facing the same struggle
so many others in Sonoma
County do: trying to find affordable housing in one of the
least affordable counties in the
state.
For Mary Carter, now 39 and

an elementary school teacher, and her husband, Patrick
Carter, now 37 and executive
director of the Sonoma County Waste Management Agency,
the odds of them being able to
live in the county in which they
worked seemed impossible. She
was just starting her career as
a teacher, he was working as a
waste management specialist
for the county and they were
expecting baby No. 1, James.
In stepped the Housing Land
Trust of Sonoma County,
which aims to provide afford-

WINTER WEATHER » STORM KNOCKS OUT POWER, TOPPLES TREES

North Coast slammed

able homes to Sonoma County’s working class.
“We got in, and we felt like
it was a miracle,” Mary Carter
said.
Now a family of four, the
Carters live in a two-story
home on Petaluma’s southeast side, with three bedrooms,
two-and-a-half bathrooms and
a garden out back that boasts
baby orange and apple trees.
“We’re never leaving,” she
said.
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House
drops
ethics
changes

CHAOS » First day of
GOP governance starts
with embarrassment
By ROBERT COSTA
AND MIKE DEBONIS
WASHINGTON POST
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Friends from Clearlake walk Elk Mountain Road as they look for a favorable sledding hill above Upper Lake in the Mendocino National Forest.

Up to 2 inches of rain drenches county, snow in
mountains, second system to arrive Saturday
By KEVIN MCCALLUM
AND CHRISTI WARREN
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

The winter storm that
drenched the North Coast
Tuesday and lingered overnight
will soon be followed by a more
powerful, prolonged sequel
expected to wallop the region this
weekend, triggering warnings
from weather authorities about
flood risks, power outages and
other hazards.
The storm knocked out power
to hundreds of customers and
toppled trees across Sonoma
County on its way to dumping up
to 2 inches of rain in the wettest
places of Sonoma County and
several inches of snow on area
mountaintops.
By mid-day today, higher
elevations could see a storm total
of 4 inches of rain, said National

Weather Service meteorologist
Steve Anderson.
Forecasters expected the bout
of wet weather to clear by Thursday, making way for a stronger
atmospheric river building up offshore. It was expected to bring “a
significant and prolonged winter
storm” to the area from Saturday
to Monday, said Anderson.
“If you wake up and survey
any damage from overnight,
you can expect much worse this
weekend,” Anderson said.
Though Thursday and Friday
will be relatively dry, the ground
will remain saturated, making
runoff from the weekend’s rains
far more pronounced.
Forecasts models remained
variable, ranging from 4 inches
to 10 inches of rain in the upper
elevations of Sonoma County,
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Snowmen were a product of a winter storm in the coastal range
above Upper Lake Tuesday in the Mendocino National Forest.

“People try to cross flooded roadways, they think they can make it, and then
they get out there and get stuck and they have to send out the fire department.”

WASHINGTON — A day of
pageantry to open the 115th
Congress and usher in a new period of Republican governance
was overtaken Tuesday by an
embarrassing reversal on ethics
oversight, with the GOP gripped
by internal division and many
lawmakers seeking to shield
themselves from extensive scrutiny.
The 19 hours of tumult was
set in motion the night before
behind closed doors at the Longworth House Office Building,
where Republican lawmakers
decided over the objections of
Speaker Paul Ryan, R-Wisconsin, to amend House rules to
effectively gut the independent
Office of Congressional Ethics.
They awoke Tuesday to an
intense public outcry. Social
media lit up with criticism of
representatives trying to rein in
the ethics office created a decade
ago in the aftermath of scandals.
Angry constituents inundated
their representatives’ offices
with calls of protest. Journalists
peppered lawmakers with questions. The halls of the Capitol
felt chaotic.
Then, at 10:30 a.m., came the
loudest objection of all: A pair of
tweets from President-elect Donald Trump scolding Congress
for making the weakening of
the ethics watchdog its “number
one act and priority.” He punctuated his second tweet with the
hashtag “DTS” — shorthand for
“drain the swamp,” one of his
campaign-trail mantras.
With Washington’s latest power dynamics in their nascent
state, Tuesday’s events illustrated the weight of Trump’s voice
in discussions on Capitol Hill.
The president-elect’s tweets hovered over everything and helped
turn what might otherwise have
been an insider-driven rule
change into a national ruckus
over government ethics.
The events were fast-moving
Tuesday morning. As Trump

JON SLOAT, California Highway Patrol
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Call center talents put to a criminal use
INDIA » Americans, many of
them immigrants, have lost
$100M to phony IRS scheme
By ELLEN BARRY
NEW YORK TIMES

THANE, India — Betsy Broder,
who tracks international fraud at
the Federal Trade Commission, was
in her office in Washington last summer when she got a call from two
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Indian teenagers.
Calling from a high-rise building in
a suburb of Mumbai, they told her, in
tones that were alternately earnest
and melodramatic, that they wanted to share the details of a sprawling
criminal operation targeting Americans. Broder, who was no stranger
to whistleblowers, pressed the young
men for details.
“He said his name was Adam,” she
said, referring to one of the pair. “I
said, ‘Your name is not Adam. What
does your grandmother call you?’ He
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said, ‘Babu.'”
Babu was Jayesh Dubey, a skinny
19-year-old with hair gelled into vertical bristles, a little like a chimney
brush. He told her that he was working in a seven-story building and that
everyone there was engaged in the
same activity: impersonating IRS officials and threatening Americans, demanding immediate payment to cover
back taxes.
If they reached a person who was
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MEGYN KELLY LEAVES FOX: The 12-year news
veteran heads toward a new career at NBC,
where she’ll host her own daytime show. / B1

AL DRAGO / NEW YORK TIMES

Betsy Broder, who tracks international fraud for the
Federal Trade Commission, outside the agency in
Washington.
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